VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
REQUEST EXECUTION OF NEW VILLAGE INITIATIVE
Summary: This form is used for departments, citizen committees and officials to propose new
significant initiatives such as service changes, programs, studies, capital items and other requests
to be considered for the annual vision planning and prioritization process. The goal of this form
is to help staff, residents and officials identify the resources, steps and time involved in executing
an initiative. It allows a formalized process for the Village to recognize proposed initiatives and
request the Village Board to consider an initiative before investing more resources. Complete
the following information and hand in to the Village Manager for the request to be considered.

Name: Bart Griepentrog

Date: May 13, 2019

Department / Committee: Planning & Development / Design Review Board
Initiative: Adopt Residential Design Guidelines
Description and Goal: Include a short summary of the initiative and the goal/desired outcome.
Upon application to the Planning & Development Department, the Design Review Board
reviews exterior alterations to residential properties where building permits are required.
The Village has adopted Central District Design Guidelines, which provide direction to
staff and the DRB as to project expectations; however, the Village does not have any
residential design guidelines to do the same for properties outside of the Central District.
The process to create Residential Design Guidelines was begun in 2017, but was put on
hold during the staff transition. The goal of this initiative would be to finalize or modify the
current draft to an agreeable state for adoption and implementation.

Time Sensitivity: Identify any time constraints or deadlines associated with the initiative.

There is no time sensitivity with this initiative.

Estimated Staff Time Needed to Execute: Include estimated hours and staff/persons involved.
The Planning and Development Director and Building Inspectors would work jointly
on this initiative.
Inclusive of meetings and presentations, it is anticipated that this initiative would
require approximately 40 hours to complete.

Estimated Costs: Materials, contractual services, equipment, etc. Indicate annual vs. one-time.
No costs, beyond staff time, are projected with this initiative.
This is a one-time initiative.

Implementation Steps for Execution: Include approvals, collaboration with other groups, etc.

1. The Planning & Development Director and Building Inspectors would review
where the previous draft left off and clarify any additional aspects that were
undefined.
2. Staff would present the status of the guidelines back to DRB for their reference.
3. DRB would be asked to form a sub-committee(s) to work on various aspects of the
guidelines. All work would be reported back to the full committee for discussion,
upon request to the Planning & Development Director.
4. Based on discussion and consensus, staff would make any additional changes, as
agreed upon by the Design Review Board to the final draft.
5. The Planning & Development Director would provide an update to the Community
& Business Relations Committee and Village Board on the proposed guidelines.
6. Based on guidance from the Board and in accordance with 225-12H(2), the Design
Review Board would be asked to formally adopt the guidelines.

